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Steady-State Confinement of Non-neutral Plasmas by Rotating Electric Fields
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We apply “rotating wall” electric fields to spin up a non-neutral plasma in a Penning-Malmberg
trap, resulting in steady-state confinement (weeks) of up to109 Mg1 ions. The resulting ion columns
can be near global thermal equilibrium, with near-uniform temperature and rotation frequency. The
equilibrated plasmaE 3 B rotation ratefE is observed to be somewhat less than the drive frequency
fw , with slip Df ; fw 2 fE depending on temperature asDf ~ T1y2 for 0.05 & T & 5 eV. Dynamic
measurements of applied torque versus slip frequency show plasma spin up and compression f
Df . 0 and plasma slowing and expansion forDf , 0. By gradually increasingfw , density
compression up to 20% of the Brillouin density limit has been achieved. Heating resonances an
hysteresis in plasma parameters are also observed. [S0031-9007(97)02311-9]

PACS numbers: 52.25.Wz, 32.80.Pj, 52.55.Dy
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Unneutralized plasmas are confined in Penning traps
for a variety of experiments and technologies in plasm
physics [2], precision spectroscopy [3], Coulomb crys
tals [4], and antimatter research [5,6]. Conservation
(canonical) angular momentumPu in a cylindrically sym-
metric trap suggests that the plasma should be confin
forever [7]. In practice, small static field errors and back
ground neutral gas [8] exert a drag on the rotating plasm
causing slow plasma expansion and eventual particle lo
[9–11]. Two techniques are commonly used to count
this expansion: torques from laser beams give steady-st
confinement of103 106 ions when resonant optical tran-
sitions are available [12], and “sideband cooling” from r
fields at the sum of the axial bounce and magnetron fr
quencies compresses small numbers of particles trapp
with quadratic harmonic potentials [13,14].

Here, we show that a “rotating wall” electric field
asymmetry [15,16] can balance or exceed the drag on
plasma of up to109 Mg1 ions in a cylindrical Penning-
Malmberg trap, resulting in steady-state confinement f
weeks, or in density compression up to 20% of the Bri
louin limit. Laser-induced-fluorescence (LIF) diagnostic
show that the ion plasma can have near-uniform de
sity, temperature, and rotation frequency, i.e., that it
near global thermal equilibrium. The equilibrium plasm
E 3 B rotation frequency atr  0, fEs0d, is somewhat
less than the applied drive frequencyfw , with slip Df ;
fw 2 fEs0d proportional to the thermal ion axial bounce
frequencyfb over several decades in temperature.

Dynamic measurements give the applied torquet ~

dPuydt versusDf, showing that the rotating field cause
plasma compression and spin up when the drive rota
faster than the plasmasDf . 0d, and causes plasma expan
sion whenDf , 0. Just as static perturbations produce
drag that slows the plasma rotation, the field rotating fas
than the plasma tends to increase the plasma rotation;
experimentally observed and intuitively reasonable effe
can be understood as a consequence of the second law
0031-9007y97y78(5)y875(4)$10.00
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thermodynamics [17]. This process is analogous to an
duction motor, since the applied electric field both crea
and couples to a perturbation in the rotating plasma. T
rotating wall technique may also be related to attempts
spin up or stabilize neutral plasmas by coupling to reson
layers [18]. The drive necessarily results in some plas
heating, and additional heating can arise when unwan
spatial or temporal components of the applied field re
nantly excite plasma modes. Since the plasmayfield cou-
pling is temperature dependent, these effects can resu
hysteresis or loss of plasma equilibrium.

Figure 1 shows the ion trap with LIF diagnostics, an
a schematic representation of the rotating field driv
The ions from a metal vacuum arc [19] are trapp
within conducting cylinders of radiusRw  2.86 cm.
A uniform axial field B  4 T s2ẑd provides radial
confinement, and trap voltagess200 Vd on end cylinders
give axial confinement of an ion column of lengthLp ø
10 cm and radiusRp ø 1 cm , with no confinement of
electrons. The LIF and ion cyclotron mass spectrosco
[20] indicate that the trapped ion plasmas are about 7
Mg1, with the remainder being mainly MgH1n and H1

n .
The ions typically cool toT ø 0.05 eV due to collisions
with neutrals, with collision rateniN ø 0.1 sec21 at P 
3 3 1029 Torr of H2. With no rotating field drive, the
plasma expands radially with characteristic time of abo
2000 sec due to ambient field errors and neutral collisio
[9,20].

The rotating field drive consists of sinusoidal voltag
Fwj applied to eight wall sectors atuj  2pjy8, with
Fwj  Aw cosfmsuj 2 2pfwtdg. Fields withm  1 and
m  2 are described here; in general,m  1 is the
most effective because the resulting electric field
nonzero at the origin, and because the unwanted co-
counterrotating spatial harmonics are less significant.

The plasma density, temperature, and rotation vel
ity profiles are obtained from a 0.5 mW cw, 280 nm
laser beam which is scanned across the plasma, wit
© 1997 The American Physical Society 875
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FIG. 1. Ion trap with perpendicular LIF diagnostics, and schematic ofm  2 rotating field wall sector signals.
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detection volume of1 mm2 3 3 mm sDx Dz Dyd. At
each radial position, the frequency of the laser (band
width ø1 MHz) is scanned 60 GHz across a32S1y2 !

32P3y2 “cyclone” transition of Mg1 in 1.7 sec to obtain
the u-averaged ion velocity distribution, and the den-
sity nsrd, temperatureTsrd, and total rotation velocity
ytotsrd are obtained by fitting to a shifted Maxwellian dis-
tribution. This weak diagnostic beam applies negligible
torque on the plasma. The plasma is near-Maxwellian
since perturbations are weak compared to the ion-ion ve
locity scattering ratenii ; s16

p
py15d nb2ȳ lnsrcybd ø

s1.0ysecdT 23y2sny107d, whereȳ ; sTyMd1y2, b ; e2yT ,
rc ; ȳyseByMcd. The LIF detection efficiency is cali-
brated by the total charge measured when the plasma
dumped, so the measured densitynsrd includes contribu-
tions from the impurity ions. ForT . 1022 eV , there is
negligible centrifugal separation of the ion species prese
in the trap [21].

Figure 2 shows the profiles of density, temperature
and total rotation velocity for a plasma measured 31
after being created. This plasma is in dynamical equ
librium, with torques from the rotatingm  2 field bal-

FIG. 2. u-averaged radial profiles of ion density (±), tempera-
ture (1), and total fluid rotation velocity (v) for a steady-state
ion cloud near thermal equilibrium, driven byfw  10 kHz .
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ancing the drags from static field errors and neut
collisions. The steady-state plasma is characterized
flat density and temperature profiles and rigid rotatio
in the bulk of the plasma, indicating that it is nea
global thermal equilibrium. The total rotation rate i
given by ftotsrd ; ytotsrdy2pr, and the dashed line in
Fig. 2 shows that the fitted central rotation rateftots0d 
9.0 kHz is significantly less than the drive frequenc
fw  10 kHz . The diamagnetic drift velocityydsrd ;
s2cyenBd s≠y≠rd snTd is negligible for this cold plasma
except at the edge, butyd can be large for hot plas-
mas. We obtain theE 3 B drift velocity as yEsrd ;
ytot 2 yd , and theE 3 B rotation frequency asfEsrd ;
yEy2pr.

Motivated by single-particle theory, we define the ce
tral slip frequency asDf ; fw 2 fEs0d; the slip relative
to the fluid rotation frequencyftots0d could alternately
be used, with little change in the conclusions that fo
low. For fixed m and fw, the slip of a given plasma
decreases as the drive voltageAw increases from zero,
and for Aw * 0.5 V, the slip asymptotes to a constan
value. This slip at largeAw does, however, depend on
plasma temperature, asDf ~ T1y2. To characterize the
temperature, we define the thermal particle bounce f
quencyfb ; ȳy2Lp  s10 kHz dT 1y2sLpy10d21.

Figure 3 shows the slipDf versus bounce frequency
fb for several plasmas confined bym  1 or m  2 ro-
tating fields withfw  20 kHz . For a given plasma, the
temperature is increased by modulating the axial leng
of the plasma, or decreased by auxiliary laser cooli
parallel toB [4,12]. As the temperature increases fro
1.5 3 1023 to 5 eV, the rotating field coupling appar-
ently becomes less effective: the plasma expands,
creasing the central density from12 to 0.3 3 107 cm23,
decreasingfE, and therefore increasing the slip until th
rotating field torque again balances the background dr
Over this wide range of plasma temperature, we obse
Df ø s0.5 2 1dfb, delineated by the two dashed lines
This T1y2 dependence suggests that the field-plasma c
pling involves single-particle bounce-rotation resonanc
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FIG. 3. MeasuredE 3 B slip frequency vs the thermal axial
bounce frequency, forfw  20 kHz. The dashed lines show
Df  fb andDf  0.5fb .

[17], but collective effects such as waves propagating
ȳ are not precluded. Experiments have shown, mor
over, that applied fields with noz dependence couple
less well to moderate temperature plasmas, support
a z-dependent interaction. Note that the collisionalit
varies widely in this data: takingn  107 cm23, we
obtain2.5 3 105 . fbynii . 25 for 5 . T . 0.05 eV ,
whereas ions in the laser-cooled plasmas atT . 1.5 meV
diffuse rather than bounce axially, withfbynii ø 0.02.

We have measured the torque applied by the rota
ing field as a function of the slip by measuring th
rate of compression or expansion following an abru
change in fw . Figure 4 shows the measured scale
torque t from an m  1, fw  50 kHz rotating field
versusDfyfb for two different plasmas. The torque is
proportional to the rate of change of the mean-squa
radius of the plasma, since the angular momentu

FIG. 4. Measured torque vs slip frequency from anm  1
rotating field at 50 kHz acting on two plasmas differing mainl
by a factor of 20 in temperature.
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Pu is predominantly electromagnetic rather than k
netic. That is,Pu ø seBLpy2cd

R
2pr drsR2

w 2 r2dn ;
sNeBy2cd sR2

w 2 kr2ld, where N is the total num-
ber of ions. We define the scaled torque a
t ; s2cyeBNR2

wd sdydtdPu  2sdydtd kr2lyR2
w .

In equilibrium, the rotating field torqueteq . 0 ex-
actly balances the background drag and the plasma h
a slip Df . 0; this equilibrium is represented by circles
in Fig. 4. We obtainteq by abruptly turning the rotat-
ing field off and measuring the expansion rate2teq. Al-
ternately, if fw (and thereforeDf ) is abruptly changed,
the plasma contracts (or expands) at a ratetdfw

propor-
tional to the amount the modified torque differs from th
background drag. The total torquetsDf d supplied by the
slipping field is thentsDf d  tdfw

1 teq. The torque is
positive (giving plasma compression) forDf . 0, nega-
tive for Df , 0, and goes to zero for largejDfj. Also,
the torque appears to be less for hot plasmas, as no
above. The scatter in the data arises from inaccuracies
measuringfEs0d and kr2l (shown by representative error
bars), and from irreproducibility in reequilibrating to the
same plasma after each temporary change offw .

The experimental observations agree qualitatively b
not quantitatively with a recent kinetic theory [17] of the
radial transport of particles satisfying a bounceyrotation
resonance. Theoretical estimates of the torque have
same form as Fig. 4, but are 50–200 times larger th
observed experimentally. However, over much of th
experimental parameter regime, the assumptions of th
theory are not well satisfied; for example, the length of th
ion plasma may not respond adiabatically to the applie
perturbation. In contrast, experiments on the related effe
of diocotron mode damping from “rotational pumping” of
the length of electron plasmas show close agreement w
the kinetic theory in the adiabatic regime [22].

The rotating field torque allows us to control the plasm
density and rotation frequency by gradually varying th
frequency of the drive. Figure 5 shows the evolution of th
central charge densityns0d and temperatureTs0d asfw is
ramped; for generality, ramps withm  1 andm  2 are
both shown. The dashed line in Fig. 5(a) indicates the “n
slip” condition whereDf  0, i.e.,fEs0d  fw . The den-
sity increases almost linearly with drive frequency, up t
about 13% of the Brillouin density limitnB ; B2y8pMc2.
By adding laser cooling, compression above 20% of th
Brillouin limit has been observed. Forfw * 100 kHz, the
plasma temperature and slip increase markedly; note t
here,Df ø s4 2 10dfb, and the plasmas are not near ther
mal equilibrium, having nonuniform density, temperature
and rotation profiles. Above 150 kHz, the plasma is n
longer in equilibrium with the drive: the plasma is expand
ing and cooling asfw is ramped.

Heating resonances associated withsm, kd plasma
modes are clearly visible in the central plasma temper
ture: these modes vary as cosskpzyLpd expsimud. The
strongest heating resonances arem  0, k fi 0 plasma
modes excited by the small unwantedm  0 component
877
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FIG. 5. Evolution of central ion density (a) and temperatur
(b) during gradual ramp of rotating field frequency. Densit
compression by an order of magnitude up to 13% Brilloui
density limit nB is shown in (a), and heating resonances due
excitation ofk fi 0 plasma modes are observed in (b).

of the nominally m  1 or m  2 rotating field. By
detecting the waves induced with an intentionally en
larged m  0 drive component, we find unambiguous
agreement with Trivelpiece-Gould mode theory [23
including shifts in the resonances as the plasma length
varied. Interestingly, the broad (1, 1) resonance is a mo
propagating in the same direction as, but faster than, t
plasma rotation. Resonances presumably give stron
couplings to the rotating field, but the resonance is mo
difficult to maintain experimentally.

We also note that for the data of Fig. 5, the driv
frequencyfw was ramped through the heating resonanc
before the plasma could fully relax to a stationary densi
and temperature profile; indeed, resonant heating m
cause increased slip, so that the plasma density rema
constant asfw is increased over a small range. In practice
numerous hysteresis loops with respect tofw are observed,
due to the density, temperature, and shear dependenc
the rotating wall drive and of the background drags.

In summary, an applied rotating field couples torqu
and energy into a confined ion plasma, providing
steady-state balance against the drag and cooling fr
field asymmetries and neutrals. Near-thermal-equilibriu
plasmas can thus be confined indefinitely, over a wid
range of plasma parameters. The coupling is observed
regimes of low and high collisionality, with slip varying
approximately asT 1y2. We believe this technique will be
applicable to a variety of trapping experiments.
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